IRIS3: Reliable integrated maintenance information on equipment overhaul and repair; 24/7 on-line accessible for clients with the highest level of data and privacy protection.

Optimize lubrication services and maintenance of your valves, pumps and electrical motors with IRIS3.

When the performance of equipment is going down it effects asset integrity and efficiency. Data and detailed information about the status of your equipment is key for efficient and high quality maintenance. Effective spare part management has immediate effect on your Operating Expense (OPEX). On the spot availability of key data of your equipment specifications can make the difference before and during turnarounds.

Unfortunately maintenance data is not always available or lost in unmanaged archives. Stork offers an online tool, with an easy to use interface that gives extensive, detailed and relevant data, reports and pictures of your equipment and irregularities. Available on the spot, 24/7, accessible for multiple users; preventing delays at breakdowns.
FEATURES

Testbenches, reporting workstations and customers are linked together via the online database.

IRIS3 database features:
• Safety, on/off and control valves, pumps, e-motors and lubrication services. More disciplines will be added in the near future
• Technical status of your equipment during the last overhaul/inspection
• List of maintenance activities
• Inspection and repair reports
• Technical specifications of your equipment with type numbers
• Pictures
• Over 150,000 reports; asset history going back more than 20 years.

It drives quality as it is linked to Stork’s internal quality management system and complies to the highest level of data and privacy protection.

BENEFITS

• Easy to use interface on any device
• 24/7 available
• E-mail notification on published reports to multiple users
• Reduced paper interface
• On the spot shared information for more efficient maintenance processes
• Certified reports for the overhaul of the ATEX and T0103 e-motors
• T0103 certified for the overhaul of safety valves
• ISO27001 and GDPR compliant, assuring the highest level of data and privacy protection
• Customized reporting
• Optional dashboarding to analyse data on your assets